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ONE NATION ONE ANTHEM..

Case of the issue::
BAND AND LOOP SPACE MAINTAINER
Band and loop space maintainer is the most common space maintainer which is used to maintain
the space created by the premature loss of single
tooth usually primary first or second molar.
The space maintainer called band and loop is easy
and economical to make, takes little chair time.
However, it does not restore chewing function and
will not prevent the continued eruption of the opposing teeth; these may or may not be important
factors, depending on the case requirements.

AND THE MOUNTAINS ECHOED...
The book is written similarly to
the collection of small stories
with each of the 9 chapters
being told from the perspective
of a different character. The
book’s foundation is built upon
the relationship between a pair
of a brother and sister and their
father’s decision to sell the girl
to a childless couple, an event
that ties the various narratives
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together. how the sister first
forgets about her brother and
then remembers him and starts
the search of her brother and
finally finding her brother only
to discover that he has forgotten her completely owing to
Alzheimer’s disease, the novel
builds a maze of emotions
which captivates the reader and
stirs his emotions. This novel

tells the story through the
prism of sibling relationships,
with the loss, memory and
familial love being the primary
themes of the novel.
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15th AUGUST… PRIZE DISTRIBUTION..

SOAP MUSICAL DRAMA:
Life is WHEEL in which love is BREEZE. A Boy named CINTHOL fell in love with a rich
girl named REXONA under NEEM tree . She declared passionately- :’You are my LIFEBOUY “ Despite the dubious plots of NIRMA the so –called friend they declared to get
married, CINTHOL gifted REXONA a MOTI necklace worth Rs.555.Soon after that they
were blessed with RIM and VIM and daughter NIMAwhen they grew old ,they went to
bathe in GANGA and lived happily ever after.

Upcoming Events ...
1.

Joining of new batch 2012– 2013.

2.

Upcoming clean and clear face wash competition.

3.

Work shop and demonstration on Dolphin 3-D Imaging Software.

4.

Regional Youth Convention by the Aegis of Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Government Of India.
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